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Introduction

Within the last year, multiple commercial airlines have announced sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) purchase agreements. Airlines report they are purchasing SAF, in part, to “address the climate crisis” and to comply with international standards that would reduce the aviation sector’s carbon footprint. SAF—in short, sustainable fuel (e.g., advanced biofuel) used for aircraft—production is limited. As such, airlines and others have requested federal assistance to spur SAF development and adoption.

Both Congress and the Executive Branch have taken action to support SAF. Legislation pertaining to SAF (e.g., S. 4038, S. 2263, and S. 1608) has been introduced in the 117th Congress. In addition, the Build Back Better Act as passed by the House (BBBA; H.R. 5376) would establish a SAF tax credit, among other things. Congress has previously supported SAF. For example, renewable jet fuel is an approved fuel that may be used to meet the annual Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS) mandate. Moreover, in September 2021, the Biden Administration established a Sustainable Aviation Fuel Grand Challenge “to inspire the dramatic increase in the production of sustainable aviation fuels to at least 3 billion gallons per year by 2030,” among other things.

This report discusses SAF—what it is, potential challenges and opportunities for adoption, production and cost, stakeholder positions, selected legislation that would support SAF including tax incentives, and other issues for Congress.

Sustainable Aviation Fuel (SAF)

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) defines SAF as “a biofuel used to power aircraft that has similar properties to conventional jet fuel but with a smaller carbon footprint.” For use in civil aircraft, SAF must adhere to certain aviation fuel technical international standards, including ASTM D7566-21 and ASTM D1655-21c. The ASTM D7566 standard allows for the blending of
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up to 50% of bioderived components in SAF.\(^9\) There are seven technology pathways allowed under ASTM D7566, each with their own maximum blend limit, which can range from 10-50%.\(^10\) SAF co-processing—the simultaneous processing of “renewable feedstocks with crude oil-derived middle distillates in petroleum refineries”—is allowed under ASTM D1655.\(^11\) The ASTM D1655 standard currently allows “co-processing of up to 5% by volume of fats and oils” as feedstocks. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) reports an ASTM task force was formed to test an increase in co-processing feedstock blend from 5% to 30%.\(^12\) Thus far, it is not clear if there will be a common fuel blend standard for SAF (e.g., E10—a fuel mixture consisting of 10% ethanol and 90% gasoline—for passenger cars).

SAF presents opportunities and challenges. Selected opportunities include that SAF is a “drop-in fuel” (i.e., compatible with existing engines and fueling infrastructure),\(^13\) can be made from a variety of feedstocks,\(^14\) and can have lower lifecycle greenhouse gas emissions than conventional jet fuel.\(^15\) Selected challenges include SAF production cost, limited federal policies regarding its use, and a rigorous process needed to document its environmental impact (e.g., greenhouse gas emission reduction). There could be land use and feedstock implications if SAF production is encouraged, potential issues which might also be considered.

## SAF Production and Cost

Limited information is available about SAF production. One source of information is the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) public data for the RFS, which reports that approximately 5.1 million gallons of renewable jet fuel was accounted for in 2021 (under the biomass-based diesel pathway).\(^16\) The U.S. Department of Transportation reports that U.S. carriers’ domestic consumption of airline fuel was 9.9 billion gallons in 2021.\(^17\) The FAA reported in March 2022 that there was one commercial U.S. SAF production facility in operation.\(^18\)
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\(^18\) Federal Aviation Administration, Sustainable Aviation Fuels (SAF): Update to FAA REDAC E&E Subcommittee, report to the FAA Research, Engineering and Development Advisory Committee, Subcommittee on Environment and
SAF production costs vary. The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) reports in its 2020 Transportation Annual Technology Baseline an alternative jet fuel price at $3.38-$5.63 per gasoline gallon equivalent (gge), and the conventional jet fuel price at $1.95/gge.\(^{19}\) The U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) reports the annual spot price for kerosene-type jet fuel for the U.S. Gulf Coast region was $1.86/gallon for 2021 (the monthly spot price for May 2022 was $3.90/gallon).\(^{20}\) In February 2022, the International Air Transport Association (IATA) noted that the price of SAF is “about two and a half times the price of jet kerosene.”\(^{21}\) There are numerous factors to consider when comparing the cost to produce conventional jet fuel with the cost to produce sustainable aviation fuel. DOE reports that “[p]ublic–private partnerships and collaborations across agencies may accelerate [SAF] cost reductions by ensuring a diverse set of stakeholders are involved early in the solution to ensure it can address barriers for industrywide use.”\(^{22}\) Lastly, it is not clear if the current rise in crude oil and petroleum product prices will affect production costs or increase cost competitiveness.\(^{23}\)

SAF Stakeholders

Numerous parties may be interested in the various policy decisions related to SAF development and deployment. These stakeholders may include agricultural commodity groups (i.e., those that provide the feedstock), feedstock competitors (i.e., those that use the same feedstock to produce non-SAF products), SAF producers (i.e., those that produce the fuel), infrastructure facilities (e.g., pipeline companies, airports), SAF emission accountants, refiners, and others.

There are multiple SAF organizations with their own goals. For instance, under the First Movers Coalition, airlines commit to replace at least 5% of their conventional jet fuel demand with SAFs that reduce lifecycle GHG emissions by 85% or more when compared with conventional jet fuel by 2030, among other things.\(^{24}\) The Clean Skies for Tomorrow Coalition exists, in part, “to advance the commercial scale of viable production of sustainable low-carbon aviation fuels (bio and synthetic) for broad adoption in the industry by 2030.”\(^{25}\) The Sustainable Aviation Buyers Alliance (SABA) reports it will “accelerate the path to carbon-neutral air transport by driving investment in [SAF], catalyzing new and additional SAF production and technological
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innovation, and supporting member engagement in policymaking.”26 And the Business Aviation Coalition for Sustainable Aviation Fuel seeks both “to address a ‘knowledge gap’ on the availability and safety of SAF” and “to advance the proliferation of alternative jet fuels at all the logical touchpoints: the manufacturers, the ground handlers and the operators, at the regional, national and international levels.”27

**SAF and BBBA**

The House passed the BBBA (H.R. 5376) in November 2021. Section 90006 would provide the National Aeronautics and Space Administration with $225 million for aeronautics research and development on sustainable aviation. Section 110007 would provide the Department of Transportation with $247 million to provide grants for projects relating to the production, transportation, blending, or storage of SAF, among other things.

BBBA Section 136203 would establish a tax credit of $1.25 per gallon of SAF. If enacted, the credit could be claimed for SAF, including fuel that is blended with kerosene.28 In addition to meeting other technical requirements, SAF must have a lifecycle greenhouse gas emission reduction percentage of at least 50%, when compared to petroleum-based jet fuel. For SAF achieving emissions reduction percentages in excess of 50%, the tax credit amount would increase by $0.01 per gallon for each additional percentage point in lifecycle greenhouse gas emission reduction (making the maximum potential per gallon credit $1.75). SAF producers would be required to be registered with the Department of the Treasury for their fuel to be tax-credit eligible. The proposed tax credits would be coordinated excise tax and income tax credits, similar to the tax credits for biodiesel and alternative fuels. Credits would be available for SAF sold or used starting in 2023 through December 31, 2026. After 2026, SAF could be eligible for the new clean fuel productions credits proposed in Section 136805. The Joint Committee on Taxation (JCT) estimated that the SAF tax credit would reduce federal tax revenue by $90 million between fiscal years 2022 and 2027.29

**SAF Tax Incentive Proposals**

Other legislation introduced in the 117th Congress would provide tax credits for SAF. An income tax credit for SAF is one of several SAF policies proposed in the Sustainable Aviation Fuel Act (S. 1608). The credit proposed in S. 1608 would be $1.50 per gallon for fuel with a 50% reduction in lifecycle greenhouse gas emissions, with a credit of up to $1.75 per gallon for fuels achieving greater emissions reduction. For the purposes of this legislation, lifecycle greenhouse gas emissions calculations would include any induced land-use change emissions (defined, in part, as “emissions resulting from the conversion of land to the production of feedstocks”).

The Sustainable Skies Act (S. 2263/H.R. 3440) would provide a tax credit of $1.50 per gallon for SAF with a 50% reduction in lifecycle greenhouse gas emissions, with a credit of up to $2.00 per gallon for fuels achieving greater emissions reduction. The $1.50 base credit amount would be reduced to $1.15 per gallon in any year the biodiesel tax credit is not in effect. The credit would be available for fuel sold or used after the date of enactment and on or before December 31, 2031.

Issues for Congress

Consideration of several issues could help inform congressional decision-making around potential federal policy or support for SAF. For instance, Congress may examine the development of advanced biofuels for road vehicles during the late 2000s, potentially to evaluate to what extent the issues that arose at that time might be similar to what the SAF industry could face today (e.g., feedstock availability, feedstock costs, feedstock competition, fuel costs, private financing availability, and infrastructure). Congress might consider the SAF data needed to measure progress and impacts of potential SAF policies. For example, S. 4038 would require EIA to report on U.S. production and foreign imports of SAF to include the type, origin, and volume of feedstocks used for the SAF, among other things. Another issue for consideration might center around what “sustainable” means for the aviation sector. One potential question could be if SAF might be a “bridge” to a more advanced aviation fuel or technology (e.g., electrified aircraft). Congress could also review international standards that could require the use of more SAF (e.g., standards set by the International Civil Aviation Organization or ICAO). Potentially separate from the environmental considerations, another question is whether SAF has the potential to reduce aviation fuel costs and dependence on foreign oil sources in the long-term by creating a substitute for conventional jet fuel.

Additional Resources

CRS In Focus IF11696, Aviation, Air Pollution, and Climate Change, by Richard K. Lattanzio.
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